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My students working on undergraduate math research assignments arrive with basic knowledge about citation and style guides. Yet, they often do not intuitively understand how or when to use, attribute, and acknowledge the range of sources used in mathematics. Dealing with similar—although not explicitly mathematical—issues, the field of writing studies has found that students learn appropriate source use more easily when they first understand sources’ roles in research and then learn the forms related to those roles [1]. Building from [1], this paper offers an activity to help students discover the different ways math research uses sources and the reasons for them. Before class, students read math articles and note where sources are used. Then, in class, they sort the results into their kinds and roles, which can be done in small group discussion. Together, students discuss these responses to create a guide about how and when to use different kinds of sources. Additionally, because it focuses on source use, the activity is accessible to a wide range of skill levels and research fields in mathematics.